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ABSTRACT

An attempt is ^acie, in the framework of the Giirsey-Sikivie gauge model

of weak intsric;ior_3 based on the E7 group, to explain the recently observed

neutrino-production of a relatively long-lived neutral heavy lepton in SKAT

bubble chaabar experiment. It is shown that a laptan assignment with mixings

a^ocg nsutral ie->£or_5 ;an explain the SKAT event. This lepton assignment is

also shown to be consistent with other well-known experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1)Recently, there has been a report of the production of a neutral heavy

particle with ' -. ~ = S3 1.4 GeV < m < 2.5 GeV and lifetime -s» 0.6 x 10~11sec,

in the SKAT bnbbl= ;~-="ber neutrino experiment. The event was interpreted

as production a=d decay of either a neutral heavy lapton (denoted hereafter as

M ) with - dacay M -- u + e + u Or of a chamed particle D° with •• decay

D •* a * T! - --a, Detailed analysis f w a w r tha former interpretation to the

latter. In this case ;he aass of M° becomes 1.4 GeV < in Q < 2.1 GeV and the

reaction is

'—*• ur- e"-^ve (1)

The main characraristi: o£ the event is that the neutral particle decays at

a distance of 4.8 cm froc the nautrino interaction vertex, implying a relatively

with n-13long lifetime of M compared y> the usual lifetime.!1 of about 10~ sec expected

for a heavy lepton wizh ; aa3s of about 2 GeV.

In this pare?, ve present a possible explanation at the event in the frame-

work of a gauje ~cdai of weak interactions based oa the exceptional group E7.

II, OTHER MODELS

3e£oza vs discuss the E7 model and its phsnoofenology, let us examine other

the
possible explanations of tha event given in Sq. (1) usingjjtisual SU(2) x D(l)

and SU(3) x U(l) gauge models.

It is well known that the original Weinberg—Salsn' gauge model of weak

4)

and electromagnetic interactions with the Glil •nacbanism does not include a

heavy neutral lepton in the scheme. A strBightforvara- generalization of the

model to include the T lepton ^ with the mass of 1.9 GeV and a hypothetical
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charged laptop M ° in connection with trinuon events in high-energy neutrino

reactions {and their neutral partners) as well as right-handed currents intro-

duces several nadirs;! heavy leptons, one of which can be a candidate for H

which has thi iazzy cadi H° + p + e + V . However, M° cannot be produced

directly by v ivai vit'n cixings among various lepton doublets, since neutral

currants obtained frcr. mutually orthogonal doublets with mixings are always

=.-d hence \> - M coupling does not exist.

Direct y - M1 couplings are possible in an SU(3) x U(l) gauge model in

which the lef t-hanisii iiprton.5 axe classified in anti-triplets. In this model

M° is produced via i::;hanga of a U gauge boson which is a 6 + i7 combination of

an octet of gauge besets. However, this new leptonic weak coupling is always

accompanied by a new hadrcraie one which involves the production of a new heavy

quark , inconsistent with the reaction (1). Furthermore, the decay

M -»• p + e + V is not suppressed and M has the normal lifetime.

Another possibility is an indirect production of M via decay of a charged

heavy lepton M vh.i;h is created by V ;

C2)

JjU- -r S'

If M~ is sufficiently short-lived, M appear9 to be produced near the neutrino

interaction vertex.

It is possible to have a V - M coupling in the 3U(3) x U(l) model of Lee

and Weinberg or in SU(2) x U(l) models with Cabibbo-type mixings. In the

Lee-Weinberg model, the V - M coupling is via exchange of a V gauge boson

(4 + 15 combination) and it is always accompanied by a new hadronic coupling
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which involves :he praduction of a new heavy quark t, again inconsistent with

the reaction (1). Moreover, the M does not have the decay mode

o — ^
y. -r u + e - '. i-je to RU symtaetry.

In Sr-"(2- :: "i" \', ^odalsj a mixing among the muon doublet Cv ,p) and the M

doublet (v^Cor V.") . M ) yields a V - M coupling which is not accompanied by

the pr3duc:i:r. :: i r.w heavy quark. Also, the M can be relatively long-lived

if it is idetitiriei -i;h a neutral partner of the M left-handed doublet and the

raixing aagls is sr^il. However, the common difficulties with the interpretation

of indirect pr^iuciljc of H° are the presence of at least one additional charged

particle as a dec=y product of M and the phase space suppression due to the

- 11) a

nass of M uhicb -aVoes its production very unlikely, especially injrelatively

low-energy neutricc s;j^tering experiment such as the R1TAT experlteent.

III. ET MOKEL AHD HEUTEAL CUHKHJTS

We now discuss the gauge model based on the E7, in particular the lepton

assignment. Wa assume that the low-lying flavour gauge group is the SU(2) x U(l)

gsugs gro-.;p of VsiUberz a^c Salam. Leptons will be assigned according to SU(6)

decotipositi-Dn oz z.'n& 5&-dimensional basic representation for fermiona. In this

Hocel, thars zre twenty two-component leptons assigned to four SU(2) doublets,

two S'J(2) cripLats and six SU(2) singlets. Among them, four leptons have charge

-1 and four charga -^1. The remaining twelve leptons are neutral. Clsarly, there

exists a lar^a nucbar of possible assignments. He have used the following model -

building constraints: 1) Muon-neutrino neutral currents as well as electron-neutrino

neutral currents exist. 2) Parity violation in heavy atoms is absent at the level

predicted by the Weinberg-Salam model. 3) A heavy lepton x with the mass 1.9 GeV

exists . The assignment we shall use is given in Pig. '



All the leptons shown in Fig. 1 are left-handed and singlets are not shown in

this figure .We note that Che leptons in Fig. 1 together with tvo singlets form

two SU(3) octets. We identify the H° as the neutral heavy lepton in Eq. (1).

The 3cheat in Fig. 1 , as it stands, does not have a direct v - M

coupling or flavour-changing neutral currents such as v - H couplings. We

shall introduce aiaings ' among (\) , N°) and (v, M°) as follows:

•+ si

and (3)

.K* —>• Ĵ .°fp> = cos p M ° - ^ P ^ ,

In this nixing scheme, the range of the B° and Mc masses is restricted to, as

discussed in Ref. 15 , i 1.5 - 2 GeV. Otherwise, the scheme is in-

compatible with known properties of IT, K, T decays.

16)
The e - \i universality requires that

«» *

and from the S - '4 universality

S
~ = 0.98 ta.al (5)

Combining Eqs. (4) and (5) with the value of the Cabibbo angle obtained from

the ratio Kn,/iTn,, we

,^3-^ <, o,o 6 (6)

-5-

Noting that the I, = 0 components of the triplets in Fig. 1 do not

contribute to neutral currents, we find the following leptonic neutral current:

[l
(7)

±
- ( M- m8^ j* " * * •

i < Ne Me}, t-i-si^

*p C M*

where L, R, V stand for left-handed, right-handed, vector couplings, respectively.

Special features of the neutral current in Eq. (7) to b« aot«d «r«:

1. Electronic neutral currents are puce vector, and hence no parity violation

in heavy atoms.

2. Production of (T, T ) and (H, H) pairs via Z° (e.g. in e e annihilation)

is greatly enhanced compared^'that of (u u) pairs. For example, th«

T pair production cross-section is 25 times as large «> that of the 11
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pair production for sin - 3 / 8 ' . ffiis'is'due to-: the fact'that"t^'and M

are members of the triplets.

3. Neutral-curren" neutrino processes are slightly suppressed by a factor of

9Q*2=< f o ^ ^ . r ^ ^ n j a - ^ M 2 ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ; This al.Sept-is hard to detect

with present experimental accuracy since cos a > 0.94 and cos B > 0.97.

IV."PKODUCTIOH-Mli DECAYS OF M°

.K1-" The effective Hamiitoniio f<Sr pr8<iuct*ion *E k° by V^ is, from (7),

with

s j » C Ff)^-z -ISm1

(9)

12)

* ' ^ gauge model and un-

specified terms rafer to those with heavier quarks which do not exist ia

abundance in cncleons. From simple quark counting and Eq. (9), « find

(10)

for M production. Numerical

i) iepe5d;.»tii!;hs;.Ti«¥tTinQ.energy as well as. the. raasa of M .

-7--

.-f; !2.GeV,ati4..*,,.'!,:lfl n.Jp.̂ GaV; (;tJe^tTino energy,,of,-SKAT experiipent;,is ,

* ,13; G*V.;!.f4 «^e.i>.da; upr to ?p.,G*Y ),ws,have

vlV™

(ID

Decay modes of M "are

• ^ « i . i . i : ,-.f. ;'" , , /: ;

Ma -

(12)

FT n

32.

(13)

The decays in Eq. (12) occur via a Cabibbo-type-snppre3sed charged current,''

(;T Ha) sinS, and thoae in Eq. (13) via a neutral cuEBBO.t, 1/2 sinB coag(V M°)
: ; L .' •-•..^•± ^ f - . C ; -• -*; ••-•; * .

in Eq- (7). The branching fractions listed its. Eqa*:1 ffSf) and (13) are calculated

:.oha9« sapace ,.aji,d si

It is important to note that every decay mode in Eqs.. ; ( ^ ) and., (130,

' 2 ^'
suppression factor sin 3 in the rate.

The branching ratio of the.decay, M°. + V .+ e ..+ V , ia, from Eqs. (12) and

(13),
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; M ° _ » yC +-e'v-r :-v, j = -ii-
(14)

so that

(15)

The total decay rate of M obtained froa Eqa. (12) and (13) is

r -
(16)

where F is the normal decay rate without suppression of a lepton with the mass

n^ and the quantity in the last bracket is a suppression factor which is

characteristic of our scheme.

V. DISCUSSION

la order to obtain definite values of a and 3 and to check the consistency

of our scheme with experiment, we shall examine some relevant experimental facts.

a. Production of wrong-sign leptons by V

A characteristic of our scheme is the production of wrong-sign leptons by v

For example, the T can be produced by v with a rata

-9-

0" <

.-> «T) (17)

Using 3(*' •* v * v) ~ 1/5, we obtain

=- C / * • ' )

(18)

The Columbia - BSL grouti has recently observed Z2 wrong-sign e events

out of 19,200 single aiuon events. After taking into account of detection effi-

ciencies and beaa cLOatsninations by V , this corresponds to an e production

rate of 2 x 10 . Using, e.g., the peak value of E } which is about 3&-GeV in.

this experiment,we find n(x ) = 1/2, so that Eq. (18) becomes

~ C
— O.2 "Cav. (19)

Couparing Sq- (L9) with the experiment, we find

i: 8,0 1 (20)

i

We shall use this value in the following discussion.

b. T-decays

The T will have the following decay modes:

-10-



where

ve + X

v" -4- y

<> + X

X *

imp

(21)

We note that in this scheme, the decay of T into three charged leptons, on which

a very stringent experiaental limit already exists, is ahsent. Defining

(pV>o\st due to
(22)

it is clear-that, the T decay becomes predominantly of V-A type as long as r is

smaller than unity. For example, the choice, r =• 1/4 is consistent with the

present experiment " . The ratio r " 1/4 corresponds' to, from Eq. (20),

Si-n1 oj ~ 0. 0 4- ,

^\r? fl — O. d !

(23)

which is within the limits given in Eq. (6).

The e - y universality ratio in the T - decay is given by

-11-

v

1 rsr

(24)

Accordingly, the ratios of ee, UU, and e\x events observed as decay products of

T and T produced in e e annihilation will ba

ee

U5)

which agree with the observed rat ios , 0.54 ± 0.30 and 0.50 * 0.29,

respectively.

The branching ra t ios , B(T •+ e + v + v) and B(T~ •• U~ + 5 +V> depend

on the ra t io r ' as well as the rat io r ;

3 C x

(26)

For example, if we take nv - 1.5 GeV and sin ot = 0.04 (which corresponds

to r' • 0.20), the numerical values of the branching ratios in Eq. (26)

become 0.17 and 0.20, respectively, in agreement with experiment. If

OL, i BL (i.e. r1 = 0) they are 0.19 and 0.23, respectively, for r - 1/4.
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Therefor?, in this scheme, the T behaves as if it vere almost a sequential

heavy lepton,in spite of the fact that the T is a member of an isotiiplet.

Special features are a slight violation of the V-A coupling and the e-y

universality in the decay and an enhancement in the lifetime b v a factor of

2 -1 with _^3
(ain a) = 2 5 compared ^ the usual lifetime of 2 x 10 sec for a sequential

heavy lepton.

c. Trimuon event a by iteutrinos

The trimuon events aie attributed to cascade decays of the charged haavy

lepton M produced by V . The M production rate is given by

V^ M")

<r c v ^ > C ^ '
(27)

where the phase space suppression factor Tl(M ) is about 1/7 for m^_ = 7 GeV

and E <* 150 GeV. Dominant decays of M are

M° +
(28)

FT' + (29)

. 2
since other decay modas are suppressed by a factor of sia a or sin'g,«hich is

considerably smaller than the phase space suppression of those in Eqs. (28) and

(29). The Criamoti rate is then

>^

*•-)
BCM

-13-

(30)

where B(>P+ ]T + u + + v^) - 33/218 from Eqs. (12) and (13). If one assumes

V ~ V ~ 2 GaV> the decay ratas o£ M" int0 M° {H1- (z8>> and N^Eq. (29))

a-e the same, and 3(M~ •* M° + V~ + « ) = 1/10, yielding a trimuon rate

~ C
o" (31)

which i3 much smaller than a recently reported rate of (1 ~ 2} x'10 .

If one takes S° to be heavier than MO, the decay rates of K into N3"

would ba suppressed and B(H + M + \i + v ) becomes enhanced. For example, the

decays of M into H becomes completely dominant over those into N° for

> 2. la this- case we have B(M~ -* M° + y~ + v > = 1/5 and

(32)

which is consistent with the observed rate.

Having determined the value of sin 6, we now return to the SKAT event. The

inclusive production rate of the M° is, from Eqs. (10) and (20),

JCM-J
(33)

Numerical values of n(t*°) appropriate to the SKAT experiment, are given, ia Eq.(ll)-

In general, tha race of two charged leptona such AS e e , ]i ]T, e+y~ pairs

coming out at a distance of the order of a. millimetre from the neutrino^ interaction

vertex is, from Eqs. (12), (13) and (33),

(34)
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He also predict the rate for the SKAT event to be

(TC >/*" )

The observed rate based on one event is 1/500.

The mean life of the M 0 calculated from Eq. (16) is

(35)

(36)

which is not too far from the observed lifetime of 0.6 x 10 sec.

To conclude, we have shown that the lepton assignment given in Pig.l :. *
the

based on the E7 gauge model can explain the event seen in/SKAT experiment, in

particular a relatively long lifetime of the neutral heavy lepton as well as its

production by V . We have also demonstrated that the scheme is consistent

with present data on T decays, wrong—sign lepton production rates by Vi and

tri^uon events as well as other low-energy phenomena.
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